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ABSTRACT
The relevance of a document has many facets, going beyond the usual topical one, which have to be considered to satisfy a user’s information need. Multiple representations of documents, like user-given reviews or the actual document content, can give evidence towards certain facets of relevance. In this respect polyrepresentation of documents, where such evidence is combined, is a crucial concept to estimate the relevance of a document. In this paper, we discuss how a geometrical retrieval framework inspired by quantum mechanics can be extended to support polyrepresentation. We show by example how different representations of a document can be modelled in a Hilbert space, similar to physical systems known from quantum mechanics. We further illustrate how these representations are combined by means of the tensor product to support polyrepresentation, and discuss the case that representations of documents are not independent from a user point of view. Besides giving a principled framework for polyrepresentation, the potential of this approach is to capture and formalise the complex interdependent relationships that the different representations can have between each other.
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H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval
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1. INTRODUCTION
When users seek for information, their decision about whether a document is useful usually depends on more dimensions than the usual IR system’s estimation of topical relevance [25]. Besides its content, this decision involves different contextual aspects of a document, like for instance, writing style, understandability, authority, which are concerned with the non-topical usefulness of a document [4].

We use an example of a book store scenario to illustrate this. Consider a user whose goal is to find “good introductions to quantum mechanics”. The user might visit an online bookstore, where it is common to find different representations of documents, for example, abstracts, full texts, user-given tags, editorial and user-given reviews, user-given ratings and structured bibliographical metadata (e.g. author, title, number of pages and publication date). These different representations potentially answer different facets of the information need. Title, abstract, tags or full text can provide evidence about the topicality of a book, but reviews may also be used to determine if the book is about “quantum mechanics”. Another facet of the information need is that the user seeks for an “introduction” to the topic; we may get hints about this from the abstract, or the title, but to a lesser degree from the full text (“introduction” appears in many texts as a chapter heading and does not mean that the document is an introduction to a given field). Finally, the evidence about the quality of the book (“good”) may come from ratings and reviews. These different representations may interplay and have different importance during search. For example, the user may judge one book relevant based on given representations (for instance the author is known to be an authority in the field), and the relevance of another book based on different representations (e.g., the document has high ratings).

The above example underlines the fact that by having and considering different representations of a document – from different contexts – we are able to address different aspects of the usefulness of a document. Naturally, we want to combine the given evidence to get a more accurate estimation
of the usefulness of a document. One strategy of doing so is to apply the principle of polyrepresentation of documents, which aims to generate and exploit the cognitive overlap between different representations of documents – those documents that lie in this overlap are assumed to be relevant given a user’s information need [9, 10].

We regard polyrepresentation as a key principle to satisfy a user’s information need. This cognitive viewpoint allows all components in IR to be considered in a single coherent and consistent theoretical framework. It is thus holistic in its intention and has a strong focus on exploiting different contexts in IR. The principle of polyrepresentation has, however, so far not been developed to a point where a strong and complete formal mathematical IR framework encompasses the principle in its entirety. One reason might be its inherent complexity with its many factors and interdependencies, which goes beyond what typical IR models cover.

The goal of the paper is to develop a mathematical formalism that takes a much larger range of phenomena into consideration than current IR models. We do so by extending to polyrepresentation the geometrical IR framework presented in [21]. This framework is based on the idea of exploiting the quantum mechanics formalism for information retrieval as was suggested in [28]. Besides investigating how such a framework can be extended to support polyrepresentation, we will also show how it is possible to model interdependencies between the representations. Due to the relationship between geometry and probability theory outlined in [28], the proposed framework is also probabilistic by nature.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section we first give an overview of the principle of polyrepresentation and its implied requirements. In Section 3 we briefly introduce the quantum-inspired IR framework that we extend in the two next sections. In Section 4 we give examples how individual representations can be modeled. To support polyrepresentation, the representations need to be combined by creating the cognitive overlap known from the polyrepresentation principle, also considering dependencies between representations. These aspects are discussed in Section 5. Subsequently, we review related works and conclude.

To illustrate various concepts in this paper, our examples in this paper will all be inspired by the task of searching in a book store website.

2. POLYREPRESENTATION

In the principle of polyrepresentation all components in Information Retrieval (IR) are regarded as being the result of cognitive transformations of the knowledge structures of the involved actors [9, 10]. That is, documents’ are seen as representations of their authors’ ideas, retrieval models and systems as representations of their designers’ ideas, as well as information behaviour including issued queries and interaction with IR systems as representations of users’ needs etc. Also later interpretations of a given document by other authors, e.g., in reviews, citations, twitter feeds etc., are regarded as representations but with different cognitive origins. Figure 1 illustrates how the intersection of different representations maybe seen to create so-called cognitive overlaps. The principle of polyrepresentation hypothesises that documents retrieved by representations that are more different from each other in cognitive origin and time have higher probability of being relevant. Thus as an example, if Figure 1 is taken to illustrate sets of documents retrieved using three cognitively different representations, we would expect the documents in the total cognitive overlap between \( R_1 \), \( R_2 \) and \( R_3 \) to have a higher probability of being relevant than those in partial overlaps, e.g., between \( R_2 \) and \( R_3 \), or those outside the overlaps.

As mentioned above, so far there is no formal model which covers the principle of polyrepresentation in its entirety. In the following we analyse some of the main features a formal model of polyrepresentation should encompass based on the extensive account in [9]. Basically, we deal with the polyrepresentation of documents in this work; some of the addressed aspects are:

- Flexible combination of representations, e.g., fusion of representations (Boolean and weighted cognitive overlaps); diffusion of representations and selection of representations given a certain context;
- Temporal aspects and dynamic changes over time in relation to representations, for instance changes/drifts in the user’s information need and new interpretations of documents arising subsequently from other agents (e.g., categorisation/indexing/tagging, in-links and anchor text, social bookmarking, reviews, ratings, annotations, etc.);
- Different semantic document levels, e.g., sub-document level (akin to element/XML retrieval, logical document structure) and groups/clusters of documents;
- Although the representations may be kept separate and processed independently, it is a fact that they are interdependent and contextual to each other, which is a further aspect to consider.

The flexible combination of representations, also taking into account possible interdependencies, and temporal aspects regarding new interpretations are described in Section 5. The discussion of our basic framework and the examples of it, which can be found in sections 3 and 4, respectively, covers dynamic information need changes as well as how different semantic document levels can be addressed. As a more technical issue, a polyrepresentation framework also needs to handle several heterogeneous textual (e.g., document content, reviews and annotations) and non-textual...
document representations (like ratings). Examples of how such representations can be modelled are given in Section 4.

The selection of features represents the ones we regard as the most important in working with polyrepresentation on the document side. Apart from these features, we can also identify others, which we do not address directly in this work, including different levels of representation of the users’ information need and exploitation of the user context, and keeping track of the representation origin (origin/actor, time). A deeper discussion of these features and their integration into the framework presented here are subject to future work. Such an integration is in our view possible.

In this paper, we do not deal with the issue to relate a facet of an information need to one or more different representations. For example, for a user typing “good introduc-
tions to quantum mechanics”, we would need to distin-

guish three different facets (“good”, “introductions” and “quantum mechanics”) and map them appropriately to the rating and topical spaces (e.g., title/content and comments). We therefore assume that, through either an interface or a sophisticated algorithm, we are able to analyse and assign the user’s request appropriately.

3. QUANTUM-INSPIRED GEOMETRICAL
IR FRAMEWORK

We describe the geometrical framework proposed in [21], upon which our work is based. In this framework, the IR system is initially uncertain about the user’s information need (IN), and two dynamics modify the system view of the user’s IN. Firstly, when the user interacts with the system, for instance by typing, refining a query or browsing, the system view of the user’s IN becomes more and more specific, i.e., the uncertainty of the system about the IN is reduced. We refer to this dynamic process as (D1). Secondly, the IN may change from a user point of view; if a user gathers more knowledge in the information seeking process, the IN may become more specific or may drift, for instance when the user’s perceived information need changes. We refer to this process as (D2). Supporting this process satisfies the requirement on a formal polyrepresentation model for addressing changing information needs, as stated in the previous section.

The postulate made in [21] is that this interaction can be captured using the connection between probabilities and geometry present in the quantum physics formalism, whose connection with IR has been discussed in [28, ch. 6]. This work was applied to the topical relevance facet of the information need [19]. From the next section onwards, we show how we extend it to cover different facets of relevance.

3.1 Information Need Space

The assumption underlying the framework of [21] is that there exists an Information Need space where any user’s “pure” IN can be represented from an IR system point of view. “Pure” in this sense means that the user’s IN is completely defined, i.e., if the IR system knew the user’s pure state, then it would exactly know what the user is looking for, and return the documents that are relevant to that user’s IN.

This view is motivated from quantum mechanics that postulates that associated with each physical system is a space, the state space. Formally, this state space is a Hilbert space \( \mathcal{H} \) (a vector space with an inner product). Following the Dirac notation used in quantum mechanics, we will denote a vector as \( | \phi \rangle \). A physical system (e.g., a photon) whose state is known is completely described by a state vector \( | \phi \rangle \), which is a unit vector (i.e. its norm \( || \phi || \) is 1) in the space \( \mathcal{H} \).

By analogy, in the IR framework proposed by [21], the state corresponds to the IN of a user, expressed in a state space which we call the IN space. In the following, we first describe how to compute quantities of interest for an IR system (e.g. the probability of relevance), and then show how to update the state given some observation (i.e., interaction with the user).

In the quantum formalism, any event is defined by a subspace. Hence, in the IN space, for each document \( d \), we can define a subspace \( O_d \) corresponding to the event “the document \( d \) is relevant”. If we let \( | \phi \rangle \) be the user’s IN state, the probability \( \Pr ( R | d, \phi ) \) of the document \( d \) being relevant to the user’s IN \( | \phi \rangle \) is defined as the square of the length of the projection of the vector \( | \phi \rangle \) onto the subspace \( O_d \) [28], which adheres to the definition of probabilities in quantum mechanics.

For example, let us assume we have three documents \( d_1 \), \( d_2 \) and \( d_3 \). In Figure 2 we can see the corresponding document subspaces, \( O_{d_1}, O_{d_2}, O_{d_3} \) and the state vector \( | \phi \rangle \) representing the user’s pure information need. In this state, the resulting ranking for \( | \phi \rangle \) onto \( O_{d_3} \) is greater than onto \( O_{d_1} \), which is greater than the length of the projection onto \( O_{d_2} \). The actual probability of relevance for, say, \( d_3 \) is the square of the length of the projection of \( | \phi \rangle \) onto \( O_{d_3} \).

Returning to Section 2, we discussed the need to support different semantic document levels for polyrepresentation. This can be achieved by utilising the above description of documents (respectively their relevance) as subspaces. For instance, refining a document into further subspaces is a means to reflect the logical document structure [22]. A paragraph could be a low dimensional subspace of the IN space; the subspace associated with a section the paragraph is found in would then contain the paragraph subspace. The union of document subspaces can be used to represent document groups or clusters.

3.2 Uncertain States and User Interaction

At the beginning of the search, we cannot assume that the IR system knows exactly about the user’s IN. To capture this
uncertainty, we introduce a further probability distribution, the probability \( p_i \) that the system is in a state \( |\varphi_i\rangle \). By doing so we allow for the IN to be in one of a set of different states with a given certain probability. In this case, we say that the user’s IN is in a mixed state. This can be formally expressed by defining an ensemble \( S = \{(p_i, |\varphi_i\rangle)\} \) of states \( |\varphi_i\rangle \) (where each of them represents a pure IN) and their corresponding probability \( p_i \), with \( \sum_i p_i = 1 \). The IR system assumes the user’s IN is \( |\varphi_i\rangle \) with probability \( p_i \). When the IR system knows the user’s information need with certainty, then the ensemble is reduced to only one state \( |\varphi_i\rangle \), which in this case is called a pure state.

Given an ensemble \( S \), we can compute the probability of any event, like the relevance of a document, by applying the law of total probability. For example, say that the system assumes that it is in state \( |\varphi_1\rangle \) with probability \( p_1 \) or in state \( |\varphi_2\rangle \) with probability \( p_2 \), so the mixed state is described by \( S_1 = \{(p_1, |\varphi_1\rangle), (p_2, |\varphi_2\rangle)\} \). Then the probability that a document \( d \) is relevant given the current state is \( \Pr(R(d|S_1)) = p_1 \cdot \Pr(R(d|\varphi_1)) + p_2 \cdot \Pr(R(d|\varphi_2)) \), where \( \Pr(R(d|\varphi_i)) \) is again the square of the length of the projection of \( |\varphi_i\rangle \) onto the subspace \( O_i \). In general, given a mixed state described by the ensemble \( S = \{(p_i, |\varphi_i\rangle)\} \), we have

\[
\Pr(R(d|S)) = \sum_i p_i \cdot \Pr(R(d|\varphi_i)).
\]

As said, a mixed state reflects the system’s uncertainty about the user’s IN if this is underspecified, which is often the case in an information seeking scenario [17]. Initially, before any user interaction has taken place, the system state is a mixture of all possible INs with a probability that depends for instance on the popularity of an IN. Upon user interaction, the system state may become more specific or react to a drift in the information need.

User interaction can be used to reduce this uncertainty, using another well-known concept from quantum mechanics, measurement, which is comparable to probabilistic conditionalisation. Measurement uses again the subspace that describes an observed event (e.g., the user has judged this document as relevant) and acts upon an ensemble \( S \) in a geometric way. Without entering into technical details, it involves projecting and renormalising each vector \( |\varphi_i\rangle \) into the subspace defining the event, and updating the different probabilities \( p_i \). In practice, it means that after measurement, all the vectors in the ensemble belong to the subspace that defines the observed event.

### 3.3 Example

Let us illustrate how measurement supports (D1) and (D2) by considering an ensemble of five possible states and an event \( O_1 \) as depicted in Figure 3a.

The state vectors of the ensemble are freely distributed in the 3-dimensional space. After measurement, the ensemble is projected onto the 2-dimensional subspace \( O_1 \), which is shown in Figure 3b. In this measurement, we can illustrate the two different dynamics. (D1) is supported because the IR system is now “less uncertain” about the user’s IN due to the fact that the ensemble is now bound to the 2-dimensional plane. For example, the vector \( |\varphi_1\rangle \) has been removed from the ensemble, while \( |\varphi_2\rangle \) that was belonging to the subspace \( O_2 \) has been kept. (D2) is supported since \( |\varphi_1\rangle, |\varphi_3\rangle \) and \( |\varphi_4\rangle \) have been changed through projection.

The framework defined here does not make any assump-

---

**4. SINGLE REPRESENTATIONS**

We discuss some examples of spaces that reflect different aspects of relevance, or said otherwise, that deal with different representations of a document. As our goal is to integrate these different representations, each of them should satisfy our hypotheses about the IN space defined in Section 3. To this end, we associate with each distinct representation a representation space, which is a Hilbert space where a state reflects the component of the IN related to the representation.

In order to be compatible with the basic interactive framework introduced in the previous section, each space should be able to support the dynamic processes (D1) and (D2) by means of measurement. It should also allow for the calculation of the probability of relevance regarding the corresponding representation, applying Equation 1 and the projection of state vectors onto document subspaces. The geometrical description of representations can make use of the flexibility that comes with the quantum formalism (for instance by using non-orthogonality) and its relationship to probability theory.

Defining a distinct space for each representation (instead of one that covers all representations at once) is not only simpler, since we can focus on the peculiarities of each representation, but it is also necessary, since with polyrepresentation we want to be able to consider flexible combinations of representations, as stated in Section 2. Another advantage is that as we can compute the probability of relevance given any representation separately with Equation 1, we can...
use any strategy based on polyrepresentation to combine the different probabilities.

In this section, we present examples of spaces that are useful for an online book store and fulfill the above requirements. As each potential application comes with different representations of various kind, we restrict ourselves to examples. Therefore, it is the goal of this section to give the reader an impression of the potential of the quantum formalism, not to define an exhaustive set of representation spaces.

In a book-store scenario we deal with different types of representations, which basically can be textual (e.g., abstract, title or comments) or non-textual (e.g., bibliographic metadata or ratings). In this section, we discuss representation spaces for both types of representations. In the case of non-textual information, we chose two important representations of different types, namely the author and the rating.

4.1 Textual Representations

The most common representations of a document in IR are textual, and given for instance by the full text of a document, the document title, annotations or comments attached to the document, but also by user-given tags. In IR, a generic way of representing textual content is in form of vectors which lie in a space where each dimension corresponds to a term; the term vector may then contain for instance the associated term weights. However, recent work indicates that it is beneficial to represent textual content by more than just one vector [3]. Furthermore, a document may be relevant to more than one information need [23], which also suggests a more fine-grained representation than with just one vector, potentially reflecting the logical document structure. The idea therefore is to represent textual content by more than one vector, i.e., a subspace.

A Hilbert space representation for documents and queries based on the term space was proposed and evaluated in [19, 20], as in the vector space model (see, e.g., [24]) widely used in IR. An IN is thus described as a set of weights, one for each term. More precisely, each vector \(|u_i\rangle\) is built from the terms of the corresponding excerpt, i.e. has non null components for the terms within the excerpt.

Figure 4 illustrates the set up of this topical/term space. Here, two information needs are shown, “Jupiter crash” (describing for instance a recent comet crash on Jupiter) and “car crash”. The terms “jupiter” and “crash” make up the former IN, while the latter is composed of the terms “car” and “crash”. In this example, the IN vectors are not necessarily orthogonal, which motivates the use of a quantum probability framework.

A more elaborate discussion of the text/topical representation can be found in [19, 20].

4.2 Non-Textual Representations

We give examples for two important non-textual representations in a book-store scenario, namely authors and ratings.

4.2.1 Author Space

Our first example deals with users searching for a book from a specific author. In this section, we propose several possibilities of increasing complexities. To simplify our discussion, we assume the user is looking for one specific author, not several.

A first possibility is to associate with each author a distinct dimension of the author space, where the relevance of a document is the subspace spanned by the different vectors of the book authors. In that case, a pure IN corresponds to one of the author vectors, and only documents authored by this specific person are relevant.

With this representation, we are using a standard prob-
ability framework. However, it can be argued that a user interested in a document by a specific author may also be interested in documents by another, related author. This may for instance be the case when two authors have a co-author relationship or work in the same field. This could also be based on the style of the author (in the case of novels). The information about how close two authors should be could be constructed by using the content of authors’ books, but this could also be extracted from the purchase behaviour of a book store’s clients – people who bought books from an author A might often also buy books from an author B.

To allow such dependencies between authors, a second possibility is to allow vectors to be non-orthogonal. This is depicted in Figure 6, where three different author vectors are shown; we assume that “Jones” and “Smith” share many characteristics and should hence be represented as non-orthogonal vectors. Let us imagine that a book has the authors Smith and Miller. This book would be (author) relevant for an IN \(|\text{smith}\rangle\) (probability of 1), but differently to the first possibility, it would be also relevant to an author-IN \(|\text{jones}\rangle\), although with a lesser probability. This probability can be tuned since it depends on the angle between the \(|\text{jones}\rangle\) and \(|\text{smith}\rangle\) vectors: The smaller the angle, the higher the probability.

The relationship between Jones and Smith might be more complex than the one described above. Say, for example, Jones is interested in probabilistic logics and also in interactive retrieval, whereas Smith’s interests are probabilistic logics on the one hand and theoretic models in information retrieval on the other hand. Smith may be a former PhD student of Jones with probabilistic logics as PhD topic, so that both share many publications on this topic, and both may have published further articles on probabilistic logics, although not as co-authors. So Smith and Jones are very related when it comes to probabilistic logics, and users looking for documents about probabilistic logics by Jones may likely be interested in the further work performed by Smith on that topic. On the other hand, when a user seeks for documents about interactive retrieval by Jones, Smith’s publications are likely to be not relevant.

This motivates our third and last possibility of representation, where an author is represented as a subspace. More precisely, an author can be associated with a set of author INs. With our Jones/Smith example, a possible representation is depicted in Figure 7. In this figure, a book authored by Jones can be either an answer to a user looking for the logic writings of Jones or his interactive IR writings. In the latter case (interactive IR), a book written by Smith would have a zero probability of being relevant, whereas in the former one (logics) it would have a non zero probability.

4.2.2 Rating Space

In e-stores, ratings reflect the user’s opinion about the quality of an object. They are often given on a rating scale, ranging for instance from zero star (“very bad”) to 5 stars (“very good”). It is common to compute an average value of the ratings and categorise the average onto the given rating scale or a more finer grained discrete one (for example, the average could be “3 1/2 stars”).

We assume that users generally prefer higher-rated documents, and that the ratings can be mapped on a set of ordinal scaled labels \(\{1, \ldots\}\). For example, in an online store it may be possible to give, say, 0 to 2 stars, where 0 stars are mapped to the label bad, 1 star is mapped to the label average and 2 stars means good. We can then establish an order on these labels: good > average > bad.

As in the case of independent authors, we can set up a Hilbert space for such a representation. In the above example, this would result in a 3-dimensional vector space with the orthogonal vectors \(|\text{good}\rangle\), \(|\text{average}\rangle\) and \(|\text{bad}\rangle\), where each vector corresponds to the minimum rating the user wants for a book.

To reflect the order of labels, a “good” book would thus be represented as the whole 3-dimensional subspace (as it is relevant to any rating-IN), an “average” book would be the 2-dimensional subspace spanned by \(|\text{average}\rangle\) and \(|\text{bad}\rangle\), and a “bad” book would be the 1-dimensional subspace corresponding to \(|\text{bad}\rangle\). A pure rating-IN can then be interpreted as a threshold. For example, if the rating-IN is \(|\text{average}\rangle\), this means that for the user average and good books are interesting; the \(|\text{average}\rangle\) vector is contained in both the subspaces for “good” and “average” books.

As for authors, it might be interesting to make the different vectors non-orthogonal, since if the user rating-IN is \(|\text{good}\rangle\), an average book is better than a bad book. In practice (not described here), it is possible to set a probability that a user is satisfied with an average/bad book given its rating-IN, and to compute the non-orthogonal \(|\text{good}\rangle\), \(|\text{average}\rangle\) and \(|\text{bad}\rangle\) vectors in a three dimensional space that satisfy those probabilities.

5. COMBINING THE EVIDENCE

In the last section we gave examples of single representation spaces. In each of these spaces, a state can change according to the dynamics defined in Section 3, and it is
possible to compute a probability of relevance. However, we have not yet described how to combine the evidence of the different representations into a single framework, which is central to every polyrepresentation approach.

At first, the underlying assumption is that the representations are independent. As the geometrical framework in Section 3 has a probabilistic interpretation given by Equation 1, we can describe the creation of the (total) cognitive overlap from these representations purely probabilistic. In order to support partial overlaps and weighted representations, a requirement stated in Section 2, we need to introduce an extra dimension to our representation spaces. All this is discussed in Section 5.1. Then, in Section 5.2, we show how we can go beyond this simple probabilistic model by exploiting further the quantum formalism, allowing us to drop the assumption that representations are independent.

5.1 Total and Partial Cognitive Overlaps

The total cognitive overlap introduced in Section 2 requires that the different representations of a relevant document should all be relevant to the user’s IN.

If we suppose that the representations are independently influencing relevance, then we can apply the probabilistic interpretation of our framework; following Griffiths [8], we define the probability of a document to be relevant as the product of the probabilities of the document to be relevant in each representation. Formally, we write

$$Pr(R(d)) = \prod_i Pr(R(d, S_i))$$

(2)

where \(Pr(R(d, S_i))\) is the probability of relevance in the \(i\)th representation space and is computed with Equation 1.

The creation of the total cognitive overlap has some shortcomings, as a document can easily have a zero probability of relevance. More precisely, it is sufficient that the document it not relevant in one representation to get a value of zero. This problem is stressed when we dynamically add new representation spaces. Furthermore, some kinds of representations seem to be more promising than others, and the representations should be carefully mixed and weighted [26].

Another important argument comes from the user side – a user may be interested in some representations more than in others, and may change her mind at another point in time. This suggests that the relative importance of the representation should be flexible enough so that it can evolve with time.

It is therefore desirable to loosen the total cognitive overlap requirement, and to ask for a level of coordination between representations: documents should also be retrieved even if they are not in the total cognitive overlap, but failing to be relevant w.r.t. certain representations.

We discuss a possible solution to introduce weights for representations into our framework. Our basic idea is that if the user does not care about a certain representation, all documents should be fully relevant in this representation. This can be achieved by adding an extra dimension, that we call the “don’t care” dimension, in each representation space. The associated vector is denoted \(|\ast\rangle\), and it is orthogonal to all other IN vectors and subspaces.

In order to introduce a weight, we can simply state that the user’s IN is in a mixed state, and that with a probability \(\alpha\) the user’s IN is “don’t care”. We can then distribute the remaining \(1 - \alpha\) probability among the possible states of the user’s IN. If we take our author space for example, the system initially does not know what author the user is looking at and assumes a priori that the user does not consider authors at all with probability \(\alpha\). Having Jones, Smith and Miller as possible authors, the initial ensemble would be \(\{(\frac{1-\alpha}{3}, |\text{jones}\rangle), (\frac{1-\alpha}{3}, |\text{smith}\rangle), (\frac{1-\alpha}{3}, |\text{miller}\rangle), (\alpha, |\ast\rangle)\}\).

Regarding document subspaces, we require that each such subspace includes the “don’t care” dimension, which makes each document “relevant” to the “don’t care” need. This has the following effect. If the “don’t care” dimension has the weight 1 and the representation is therefore in the pure state \(|\ast\rangle\), we would have \(Pr(R(d, S = |\ast\rangle) = 1\) for every document \(d\), because \(|\ast\rangle\) is always contained in the document subspace. According to Equation 2, this would mean that the representation is completely ignored.

Note that we can go back to a total cognitive overlap by giving a zero probability, i.e. \(\alpha = 0\), to the “don’t care” IN in all the representations. All other cases mean that we gradually relax the obligation of the document to be in overlaps containing the particular representation by assigning increasingly higher probabilities to the “don’t care” dimension.

Since \(|\ast\rangle\) is a valid state vector, through interaction it is possible (e.g., using projections as described in Section 3) to adapt automatically the weight \(\alpha\) associated to this state. It is beyond the scope of this paper to explain how.

5.2 Interdependent Representations

So far we assumed that the different representations are independent, but from a user point of view, this assumption does not necessarily hold. For example, a user might think that documents written by Jones are always of high
quality and therefore does not care about how they were rated. At the same time, the user does not know the author Smith, and thus tends to rely more on the ratings. So in one case the ratings are considered, while in the other they are not, showing that the author and rating representations are not independent of each other from the user’s perspective. This is of course just one example of possible relationships between representations as they can occur in a book store scenario.

Before we continue the discussion, we need to briefly introduce another important geometrical concept, namely tensor products and tensor spaces. We refer the reader to [18, ch. 2] for a more in-depth discussion. The tensor product (denoted \( \otimes \)) is a way to combine different Hilbert spaces into a (larger) Hilbert space. If \( \mathcal{H}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{H}_2 \) are two Hilbert spaces of respective dimensions \( n \) and \( m \), the tensor space \( \mathcal{H}_1 \otimes \mathcal{H}_2 \) is an \( n \cdot m \)-dimensional Hilbert space. If \( |\lambda_1\rangle \) is a vector in \( \mathcal{H}_1 \) and \( |\lambda_2\rangle \) is a vector in \( \mathcal{H}_2 \), then \( |\lambda_1\rangle \otimes |\lambda_2\rangle \) is a vector in \( \mathcal{H}_1 \otimes \mathcal{H}_2 \). Furthermore, if \( A \) and \( B \) are subspaces in \( \mathcal{H}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{H}_2 \), respectively, then \( A \otimes B \) is a subspace in \( \mathcal{H}_1 \otimes \mathcal{H}_2 \). Finally, the projection of \( |\lambda_1\rangle \otimes |\lambda_2\rangle \) onto \( A \otimes B \) is simply the tensor product of the two projected vectors (if one of the projections is null, then the result is the null vector in \( \mathcal{H}_1 \otimes \mathcal{H}_2 \)). Eventually, the norm \(|.|\) of a vector \( |\lambda_1\rangle \otimes |\lambda_2\rangle \) is the product of the single norms. The definition of the projection and the norm in the tensor space allows us to compute the probability of any event as described in Section 3. Note that these operations can be extended to tensor products of more than two spaces.

In quantum mechanics, tensor spaces and the tensor product are used to create composite spaces out of single component spaces. In a tensor product of spaces, we can distinguish separable and non-separable (or entangled) states. Separable states describe a state where the component states are independent of each other (that is, knowing something on a component state does not give any information about the other component states), whereas non-separable states are states where the composite state cannot be decomposed anymore into independent component states.

Figure 8 shows an example of separable and non-separable states which we will describe below. In Figure 8a, the system assumes that the user wants a document to be either authored by Smith or by Jones, and the rating to be good or that the user doesn’t care about the rating. The possible states in the author-rating tensor product, which we call the polyrepresentation space, are given in the right hand side of the figure. As illustrated, we can isolate the IN of both representations, by operating in each representation separately and obtaining the corresponding probability of relevance. This is equivalent to computing the probability of relevance as in Equation 2 – the representation states are independent.

To cope with above situation where ratings and authors are interdependent, we cannot regard our single representations in isolation anymore. We must consider the composite polyrepresentation space. Figure 8b depicts a state which exactly reflects the situation given in the example. The combined representation ensemble consists of two states this time: the state \( s_1 \) defined as \( |\text{smith}\rangle \otimes |\text{good}\rangle \) (good documents by Smith), and the state \( s_2 \) defined as \( |\text{jones}\rangle \otimes |\ast\rangle \) (the user does not care about the ratings when the document is written by Jones). The peculiarity of this state is that we cannot isolate a state for each representation anymore.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Projection</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Non-sep.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>\text{smith}\rangle \otimes</td>
<td>\text{good}\rangle )</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>\text{jones}\rangle \otimes</td>
<td>\text{good}\rangle )</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>\text{smith}\rangle \otimes</td>
<td>\ast\rangle )</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>\text{jones}\rangle \otimes</td>
<td>\ast\rangle )</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Probabilities of relevance for \( O_d \) regarding the single state vectors in the author-rating polyrepresentation space. \( |x\rangle \) is the projection of \( |x\rangle \) onto the author subspace \( O_d^{\text{a}} \). The column “Non-sep.” shows the states that are part of the non-separable mixed state (denoted by a black square).

more. Both states shown in Figure 8 involve the same author and rating vectors, but only the state in Fig. 8a can be broken down to separate states in the author and rating space.

Let us see how this translates to the calculation of the probability of relevance in the polyrepresentation space. In Table 1, we see in the left column the states from Figure 8. Two of them are part of the non-separable mixed state, as shown in the right column. The relevance of a document w.r.t. the author and ratings is defined by a subspace \( O_d = O_d^{\text{a}} \otimes O_d^{\text{r}} \), where \( O_d^{\text{a}} \) is the subspace in the author space and \( O_d^{\text{r}} \) the one in the rating space. Consider a document \( d_1 \) authored by Smith and rated “bad”. \( O_d^{\text{a}} \) is then a 2-dimensional subspace in the author space spanned by \( |\text{smith}\rangle \) and \( |\ast\rangle \), and from the way we model relevance in the rating space discussed in Section 4.2.2, \( O_d^{\text{r}} \) would be the 2-dimensional subspace spanned by \( |\text{bad}\rangle \) and \( |\ast\rangle \). We can see that in the case of a separable state (Fig. 8a), document \( d_1 \) has a probability of 1 to be relevant to the state \( |\text{smith}\rangle \otimes |\ast\rangle \) (3rd row). The probability that \( d_1 \) is relevant w.r.t. \( |\text{jones}\rangle \otimes |\ast\rangle \) (4th row) is determined by the projection of \( |\text{jones}\rangle \) onto \( O_d^{\text{r}} \) (remember that in this example we assumed that \( |\text{jones}\rangle \) and \( |\text{smith}\rangle \) are non-orthogonal). The final probability of relevance for a bad book by Smith is thus determined by the states in row 3 and 4 in the separable case, while in the non-separable case, only the probability in row 4 determines the relevance – due to the interdependence between authors and ratings, the state in row 3 was ruled out. The bad book by Smith would get a higher probability of relevance in the separate case than in the non-separable one. In the latter case, the probability of relevance just depends on the relationship between the authors Smith and Jones and the fact that the user does not care about the ratings for books by Jones.

With regards to the cognitive overlap, non-separable states and the interdependencies going along with them give us finer control what conditions between representations must be satisfied for a document to be in the cognitive overlap.

The remaining question is how a state in the polyrepresentation space can become non-separable. We can assume that we initially have a separable state, for instance a tensor product of the initial states of the single representations. A user might then state relationships like the ones above directly, or we may extract such interdependence from other sources, for instance by automatically creating association rules (like “author=Smith ⇒ rating=good”), known from data mining, from documents the user judged relevant dur-
ing the session [29]. Such rules may directly be translated into subspaces inducing non-separable states like those in Fig. 8b by means of measurement.

6. RELATED WORK

There are basically three classes of related work: models, applications and the evaluation of the polyrepresentation principle.

Regarding (quantum) models supporting polyrepresentation, Melucci [16] proposes a dual approach to our framework where a subspace is used to describe a user’s information need and a vector to represent documents. The probability that a document is relevant to a user’s information need is determined by the projection of the document vector representation onto the corresponding IN subspace. Similar to ours, this approach also utilises the relationship between geometry and probability theory. In contrast to Melucci’s idea and following the notion of state vectors and dynamics as applied in quantum mechanics, we interchanged the role of document and user’s information need in our framework. This is motivated by the fact that the user’s information need should be represented as a dynamic component, as advocated in e.g. [10]. The approach in [16] does not consider polyrepresentation per se, but in [2] an approach is proposed to use Melucci’s framework for combining multiple sources of evidence. A document is still modelled as one vector in a vector space, but the same document can be described using different representations, where a document vector can be generated by a different vector space basis. In this work, though dealing with multiple evidence coming from different sources, no explicit relationship to the polyrepresentation principle is discussed.

Beckers [1] discusses the possible application of polyrepresentation of documents to support information seeking strategies, motivated with a book store example as in this paper. Other works considering different document contexts, like annotation-based retrieval [7], can be interpreted as an application of polyrepresented documents.

Since the introduction of polyrepresentation, for instance in [9], several experiments have been performed to validate the effectiveness of this principle regarding its various aspects. One aspect, which we focus on in our work, is the polyrepresentation of documents. The results reported in [26, 27] support the principle of polyrepresentation of documents and also show that assigning weights to different representations (higher weights for those with higher precision) can be crucial to gain better effectiveness, motivating the introduction of different representation weights into our framework through the “don’t care” dimension. A second aspect of polyrepresentation considers the different representations of a user’s information need, which includes among others the work task, the perceived information need, the experience, the domain knowledge and different query facets [11, 12, 5, 6, 14]. A third form of polyrepresentation sees different search engines as different reflections of the cognitive view of their designers on the retrieval problem [13, 15]. The main conclusion from evaluating all these facets of polyrepresentation is that the more positive evidence is coming from different representations, the more likely is the document in the cognitive overlap relevant to a given information need. This strongly supports the principle of polyrepresentation in general and also the idea to create a retrieval framework that explicitly considers polyrepresentation.

7. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we discussed how to introduce the principle of polyrepresentation to a geometrical IR framework inspired by the quantum mechanics formalism, addressing some of the main requirements on a model for polyrepresentation. First, we recap our motivation for amalgamating a geometrical quantum formalism and polyrepresentation. After presenting the basic framework, we showed by example how textual and non-textual representations could be expressed within the framework, by defining vector spaces for the representation and subspaces of it for document representations. We have described how these representations benefited from the connection between geometry and probability present in the quantum formalism. To calculate the cognitive overlap and rank documents based on the probability that they lie in this overlap, we can combine the probabilities of relevance coming from the single representations to compute the probability that a document is in the total cognitive overlap. A “don’t care” dimension, expressing the fact that the user does not use a representation to determine relevance, is introduced to each representation space to relax the strict obligation that an information object lies in the total cognitive overlap and assign weights to each representation. Finally, we discussed how we could handle situations in which the single representations are not independent any more from a user’s point of view. To do so, the notion of non-separability and quantum entanglement is introduced in our framework, giving us the possibility to reflect representation interdependencies when creating the cognitive overlap.

We have succeeded in building a model that encompasses quantum mechanics and polyrepresentation and which is a strong platform for future work and further developments. As a next step, we plan to experiment with the framework. In particular, we would use the data collected in 2009-10 by the interactive track of the INInitiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval (INEX), where participants ran user experiments using a collection consisting of a crawl of over 2 million records (bibliographic metadata, reviews and ratings) from the online bookseller Amazon, enriched with reviews, ratings and tags coming from the cooperative book cataloguing tool LibraryThing\(^2\). The continuing user experiments yield log files capturing several kinds of user interaction (queries and query reformulations, relevance judgements) as well as insights which representations were actually considered by the users. These representations from different contexts give us the possibility to evaluate our framework and also polyrepresentation w.r.t. retrieval effectiveness, using simulated user interaction coming from these log files. The test data can also potentially be used to validate some of the assumptions underlying our framework, especially the non-independence of representations from a user point of view.
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